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SeCurity steps up entor,ement •I

Sink your tee.t h
into it, now

adds another car to Ioree
BY ROBERT POE
PACifiC,"~ REPORTER

You know, 1 hate my dentist. His office reeks, his tools are foul ,
and his waiting room decor is apalling.
.
.
He's corny, insincere, and sadistic. Plus, his magazmes a.re o_ld.
The man isn't even on my Christmas list. I do _my b~stto av~1d h_l~,
and would never entertain the thought of paymg h1m a soc1al v1s1t,
much less a voluntary check-up.
.
But when 1wake up with a toothache, when my molars areachmg
and my head is playing the bass line to the "Jaws" overtu.re, h~'s the
guy 1call. Caught up in the anguish of the moment, I rehnqu1sh my
animosity and dial his number from memory. For he restoreth my
dentures.
Student involvement in the student government plays a
strikingly similiar theme, have you noticed? We'r~ p~one to:ovar?s
indifference, each of us harboring our personal denvat1ons ~o JUStify
our apathy. W~ve a proclivity to renunciate, toabro~ate, to withdraw.

This summer's resignation of les Smith
as Chief of Campus Security has resulted in
several major changes ranging from
increased alcohol enforcement to additional
training programs for officers.
In an attempt to keep pace with a
growing number of incidents, the
department has received an additional
patrol vehicle. Even with 2 cars and 7 fu ll·
time officers and an undisclosed number of
plainclothesmen, the department is st ill
understaffed.

---- .

working closely with the Office of Student
Life in order to be more responsive to student
needs and 'problems.
Security is going fo be taking a harder
line on alcohol this year. Drunken driving,
which became a serious problem towards
the end of last spring, will be given top
priority.
"Too many serious incidents
involving alcohol occurred last year for us to
overlook it as we have in the past," Sgt
Finchum warned.
In regards to consumption and
possession of alcohol, UOP Security attitude
parallels the California liquor Code and
University regulations.
California law states than no one under

the independent

;I

Now, don't get me wrong. That's your perogative. I justthinkthat
before you adopt this code as your own you ought to understand the
consequences. Lots oftimeswhenwe "leavethedriving"tothem, we
wake up to realize the greyhounds are trotting off enroute to a
destination not altogether expected by, or pleasing to, us.

Serving the UOP community

you waived your perfodic check-ups."
Well, rest assured, student government won't rot without you.
Chances are they won't even miss you. But the fact that you're
missing them is plenty sad in itself. Years ago there was no student
government with a quarter million dollar budget, and a forum where a
student could speak his mind.
But now there is, and they do •. and you can.
by Steve Cecil

21 may possess alcohol at any time. Anyone
over 21 may consume alcoho1 within the
confines Qf their dorm rooms. A person over
21 may transport alcohol across campus
only if it is in a closed container.
Regardless of age, an open container
will be confiscated. Any infractions otthese
rules can lead to citings and possible
administrative action.
With the number of incidents and crime
on the increase, the duties of the UOP
security are becoming more serious.
Campus patrolmen assist Stockton Police
officers on calls off campus. They have
taken on a role of a police force in recent
years as opposed to the classical "door
shaking" night watchman image.
Encounters with violent criminals are
not infrequent.
Excessive regulations,
including the
burdensome "double
standard" for: students, have hindered
enforcement attempts.
Faced with an increasing number of
accidents, the Campus Security is stepping
up its enforcement oftraffic laws. In addition
to the UOP units, the Stockton Police will be
prowling the campus on a regular basis.
"People forget two things when they are on
campus," Finchum stressed.
''They forgetthatthe roads are subjectto
the California Vehicle Code, and that the
Stockton Police Department has complete
jurisdiction on the campus." He also noted
that the Stockton Police are a lot less lenient
with students than Campus Security.
'We try to handle matters through the
school, but the SPD has to use city channels
which makes the situation a little more
serious."

PACIFICAN

So mid-semester will find us listening to some funky band in the
conservatory when we'd rather hear Jackson Browne. Or perhaps
we'll get to vote in three elections again this year when one or two
would have sufficed.
And all the post facto grumbling we can muster won't amount to
.a hi II of cotton swabs (or is that tongue depressors?) in the final
tabuiation.
It all comes down to what my dentist told me when I had my
second root canal done. He said, "Steve, by the time you actually feel
the pain, the damage is done. This decay took its own course when

"Security. has to begin with the
students," Sgt. Finchum stated. "We haye
only so many men, and we can't be
everywhere." An attempt will be made to
give problem areas extra coverage and
active times of the day will receive extra
enforcement. Sgt. Finchum did concede
that UOP does have fewer problems than
comparable campuse~
However, as Stockton moves northward,
the number of violent incidents are
beginning to increase. Security is often hard
pressed to meet all of their calls. Equipment
breakdowns and illness often turn a min imal
force into a skeleton crew. In spite of these
handicaps the campus remains quiet.
This year Campus Security will be
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collegiate crossword

DOWN
1 Skin inj ury

2 Hackneyed expression
3 Indication of a
sale item (2 wds.)
4 Harvard vines
5 Baseball hall-offarner, Chief ---6 Energy unit
7 Dog sound , in
comics
8 Sign gases
9 Barber shop item
10 Songbird
11 German· number
12 Hospital physician
13 Trial material
14 Poured , as wine
23 Inn for travelers
24 Former French
pro vince
25 Imitat e
28 Lamprey and
el ect ri c

29 Actor Greens t reet ,
fo r short
31 Old song, " - a
Seesaw"
32 Box .33 Rain lightly
34 "Walden" author,
and family
35 Foods
36 Sports cars
39 Ending for pay
42 Garment worker
43 System of weights
and measures
44 Instruction from
Jack Lalanne
45 Sun bather
47 Half of TV team
48 Aroma, British style
50 Game of chance
52 Indian servant
55 Suffix: geographical
area
56 Hi ndu sacred words
57 South Amer ican
count ry (abbr . )

(answers)

p.3
Un de rground at
t he We instock

p.6
And all
that iazz

p.7
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ACROSS
1 Penman
7 Responded
15 I ngeni ous
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
24
25

Fetch
Pestering
Pertai ni ng to
debating
Played a part
Part of NCO
Eddie Cantor's wife
Aspects
Cleopatra's killer
Gulf of -

26 Reco rd of brai n

27

29
30

33
36
37
38
40

41

43
46

act ivity
Li vely dance
Tired
El asticity
Depot (abbr.)
Writer Bernard - ·
Actor Knight
Hypothetical substance
Irritates
Move slowly
Playing marbl e
" - la Douce"

47 Extinct New Zealand
49
51

52
53
54

57
58
59
60
61

bird
Capital of Montana
Signifying maiden
name
Humor magazine
Enemies of clothing
Captain U. S. railroad
Rare-earth element
Do a floor job
Ones who try
Occupation of
Herbert T. Gillis

Pacifican policy
The Opinion pages are an equal
opportunity communicator. l etters are
generally brief corrections, questions,.
statements of viewpoint, or solicitations.
These must be t yped and should not exceed
250 words. Guest Columns, not to exceed
750words, should express a consistent point
of view on issues of general campus or

Vi ce is the
spice of life

commun ity interest.
Anonymous
contributions will not be considered, and all
copy must be received by Friday prior to
publication. The PACIFICAN reserves the
right to edit all material submitted for brevity
and libel. Responsibility for opinions herein
expressed shall be assumed by the author.

In pursuit
of pleasure
p.8,9

-

This new patrol c.r will help Security keep pillce with our growing c.mpua.

Record high

Tigers and ·
Bears;

Oh my!
p.1 2

A record high of 11.6 million students is
the estimate for this fall's college and
university enrollment, according to the
National Center for Education Statistics. But
institutions of higher education are
preparing for a period of leveling, then
declining enrollments as the reduced birth
rate shows its effect.
Between 1980 and 1990, the number of
18-year-olds m the U.S. population IS
expected to drop by 19 percent, from 4.2

•1n

colleges

miilion to 3.4 million. Exactly what effectthis
will have on college enrollments isn't certain,
but some decline seems likely.
College programs for older students
may take up some of the slack. but on the
other hand skepticism about the value of a
college degree because of a tight job market
may mean that a smaller percentage of that
smaller pool of traditional college age will
enroll.
Some colleges, particularly those
f inancially and academically weakest, are

already feeling the pressure of declining
enrollments. On other campuses this fall,
the student population is literally
overflowing, with crowded classrooms and
dormitories.
Ironically,
this overcrowding
is
worsened by the 1mpend1ng enrollment
drop; mstitutipns are reluctant to build
residence halls and other facilities in 1978
because they are looking ahead to the day
when those fac1lit1es may become
expens1ve, empty white elephants.

padOJ8A8p
8.£61

Doizaki begins term with new plans
BY LUCY CHIIIOEZ
PIICIFICAN STIIFF WRITtR

Ke111 Do1zak1, thiS year'c; ASUOP
president. will bnng some alterations and
additions to ASUOP, while retaining many of
their successful services of years past.
. Among the reforms he is proposing are
fof improving the senate and the ASUOP
administration. Doizaki's plans for senate
reform are based on increasing their
responsibilities.
.
"If we give them the responsibilities,
they should carry them out. In the past,
Senators have not been given enough
responsibility", he contended.
Therefofe, he is asking that the senators
aet involved in many of the major projects
outlined fof the year. Doizaki expressed that
he would like the senate to work with him on
clearing up the vagaries in the ASUOP
constitution, building a working relationship
with the PACIFICAN, and improving security.
He would like to see the senators have
weekly (instead of bimonthly, as they've
been in the past) meetings. He would also
like to see a newsletter issued regularly to the
UOP community.
Ooizaki also feels that senators should
''hold mandatory office hours". For this
reason, they will be given an office at ASUOP.
H these reQuests are carried out, Doizaki
thinks that is will make them more
accountable to the students.
In regard to his administration, Doizaki
wishes to focus on areas in which problems
arose laSt year. The changes in the
constitution, and especially in the area of
election bylaws, should improve future
elections markedly.
To insure that an elections fiasco, like

ASUOP President Keljl Dolzakl -

program will return.
Highlighting this year's speaker line-up
may be Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. and
John Dean. The ASUOP stores will continue
their services and a new store will be added
at the UOP School of Pharmacy campus.
Ooizaki hopes also to bring to the
attention of the students some-of the major
services ASUOP has to offer. As an example,
he pointed out ASUOP's free legal service by
Stockton attorney Reid Roberts.
"If a student has a problem with a ticket,
or some other type of problem where legal
counsel is needed, he can come to the legal
services", Ooizaki stated.
In order to make the UOP student aware
of these various services, Doizaki wi ll be
improving the direction of the ASUOP
Information office, where all ASUOP
publicity is taken care of.
This summer, Doizaki met with other
private university student leaders from all
over California at workshops. The most
recent was held at Stanford where Doizaki
worked closely with suc h schools as Stanford
and USC.
Doizaki feels that. "working with t hese
schools, I think their ideas can help us a lot."
It is at these meetings where Doizaki has
gained more knowledge on how to best
utilize the $240,000 alotted to ASUOP for the
78-79 school year.
He does not favor increasing the ASUOP
student fee, hence he won't anticipate
adding any new major programs to ASUOP.
Rather, he feels that by improving the
programs that are already established, he
can present a better service to the students
of UOP.

big plana for a big year.

last spring's, will not be repeated, Doizaki
has introduced another election into his
administration. An elections official was
named and will run all ASUOP elections.
He has also made plans for weekly
executive board mee~QgS to keep
convnunications
open
between
the
directors and managers of ASUOP services
and himself. He also reQuests that they keep
journals tor biweekly reports on their jobs.

Concerning the PACIFICAN, Doizaki
would like to help insure its right to freedom
of the press and is willing to work with the
PACIFICAN and the UOP administration to
achieve this end.
These problems aside, Doizaki concerns himself with the services that will be
returning to ASUOP. Along with the social
events, such as concerts and barbecues,
sponsored throughout the year, the Forum

World News ·o f the week
~hill

In.,.. attempt to capture seven suspects
involved in the kidnappina and murder of
former Italian Prime Minister Alc:lo Moro, the
alleaed leader of the Red Brigade, Corado
Alumni, was arrested.

News of the arrest was to have been kept
secret so the police could catch six other
· suspects by surprise at other locations. One
' Milan police official said jt was to be the
secret of the year. He was bitter that the
news leaked out so fast, hence only one of
the leaders was arrested.
It should have been a secret for at least
three more days. Instead it was made pllblic
in three hours.
c.tro to Tour Eihiopia
Cuban President Fidel Castro flew to
Ethiopia where he met with his Cuban
advisors at a base near Ethiopia's capitol,
Addis Ababa. Castro wants to tour the scene
of the Ethiopian Cuban battle grounds.
Though Castro's whereabouts are not
known, or how lon1 he will be in Ethiopia, he
was seen with Rhodesia Black Nationalists
Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo, who
head the Patriotic Front Guerilla alliance.

Nlluaineu .. Boomina
Marijuana is rated as the third largest
business in the United States. It is believed
that Florida is the gateway for the country,
importing about 70 percent of the marijuana which is smoked by approximately 20
million American citizens.
It's stimated that Florida ships n'K)re
than $7 billion to Colombia buy buy marijuana annually. According to the House
Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and
Control, the United States exports more cash
each year for marijuana than forToyota cars,
fpreisn TV sets·and tootware combined.

Joshua Nkomo, leader of the Zimbabwe
People's Revolutionary Army, (ZIPRA), lost
his chance as a black leader to be accepted
by the white Rhodesians.
Stunned RhOdesians listened to the
account of three survivors of the Air
Rhodesian Viscount crash and massacre of
10 passengers by the guerillas. When the
crippled airliner was shown on the screen, a
soundtrack interview with Nkomo revealed
his actions in the incident.
He defended his actions' by saying Air
RhOdesia was used to ferry military personnel and eQuipment to war zones. He did,
however, deny that hisZIPRA had massacred
anyone, but as he said this he chuckled and
snickered.
To the 250,000 white Rhodesians
Nkorno became Public Enemy No. 1.

Sealement Ruched i'1 Talks

, After meeting for a nerve-wracking 13
days at Camp David, Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin and Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat reached a settlement 10 their
peace talks. Both leaders signed two agreements titled: ..A Framework for Peace in the
Middle East."
The first agreement focused on developing an agreed basis that will permit a
continuing resolution over the next five
years. During those five years inhabitants of
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip will attain
self-government.
The second agreement specifies
restoration of the Sinai to Egyptian
sovereignty and an eventual withdrawal of all
lsraeli troops in the area within two or three
years.

Iran

A new Iron Curtain has been builtin East
Germany with the aid and support of the
Soviet Union. The '"Frontier fence" which
runs from the Baltic Sea to Czechoslovakia is
635 miles long.
The fence, which cost approximately
$500,000 a mile, was not to keep the United
States or any other armies out, but to keep
the East Germans in.

o.w.ld: the OniJ Auuln

A panel of nine medical experts, who
among them had performed over 100.000
autopsies, testified to the House Select
Committee that two bullets were shot
through the late President Kennedy, and one
through then-Texas Governor John Connelly.
They illustrated their findings by seating
clothes-dummies wearing Kennedy's torn,
bloodstained suit jacket, shirt and tie, and
Connelly's clothes in the same seating
arrangement as Kennedy and Connelly were
seated on that fateful day.
The doctors' test1mony was followed up
by two ballistics experts who tested bullet
fragments from Kennedy's exploded skull,
the limousine and Connelly's wounds. The
ballistics experts both agreed that only two
bullets were involved.

Ban on s.cdulrin Opposed
A survey of 517 physicians, dentists and
dieticians reports that 70 percent of them
oppose a ban on the artificial sweetener,
saccharin.
The main points cited by those who
oppose the ban is that the evidence against
saccharin is 1nsuff1cient, and that there is no
substitute available for the people who are
using the sweetener right now.

The RhOdesian Government has
announced that blacks will be drafted into its
army for the first time and will have the same
military obligations as the whites.
Previously, blacks were exempt from
conscnpt1on and served only as volunteers,
as opposed to the wh1tes who were required
to serve.
Th1s new law was enacted to raise m anpower for the Rhodes1an army in its war
agamst the Patnot1c Front Guerillas

The Umted States Attorney's office is
investigating army recruiters who allegedly
filled enlistment quotas by falsifying
personal documents for hundreds of enlistees.
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BASS ACK•WORDS
\Nith randy bass
Editor's No te: Having j ust returned from conducting a series o f taped
conversations with l eon Spinks' front teeth, Randy Bass was granted
permission to hold several exclusive interviews with UOP's First Pet.
The following are selections from more than 80 pages of transcript.
compiled from the over 20 hours of interview session with the flamboyant and controversial top dog of Pacific: Buffy Md:atfrey.

Bass: Well, Buffo, I suppose this is the obvious question to ask the pet
of any well-known individual. In fact, you've probably been hounded
on this point a·hundred times, but tell us, Buff, is your life any different?
Buffy: No, there are really no differences. I work and play, eat and
sleep. I do a little more retrieving than most people, but basically life
is the same.
Bass: Oh come now Buff- don't you have to alter your life to accommodate your notoriety? Aren't you always worried about harassment
or even kidnapping?
Buffy: I occassionally get harassed. I might be walking down the
street and someone will yell out some insults, or worse, cat calls. But
I tell them, if they have a bone to plck with my owner then don't tell
me. That's his problem. Me, I'm no one. Sure, I'm loyal, but I'm not
stupid. Th is is a man eat man world. Kidnapping is, of course, always a possibil ity. It is a fact that there are over 15 International
Terrierist organizations operating around the world today.
Bass: Around the McCaffrey household, are you expected to maintain a certain decorum, or behave a certain way?
Buffy: I have received strict instructions from the president on how I
should act at the numerous elite social functions that occur in our
home. I have to mingle playfully through the guests and look happy.
My master always tells me, "Never stop wagging, Buff." I usually do a
lot of leg rubbing, a little licking-no laps ifthe attire is evening dress
or better. Oh yes, positively no hors d'oeurve off the carpet.
Bass: Bufty, it is a well -known fact that you are a deeply rei igious guy.
Tell us a little about your faith.
Buffy: The religion is pretty basic. We hold relatively few dogmas. We

Randy Baas with Buffy McCaffrey -

.

...... . . ... .......

a Paclflcan

ucluelwt.

believe in a supreme being. However, we think that the alm ighty is
not a human being, but a pure bred canine. You see 'God' is 'Dog'
spelled backwards. Hence, it is clear to us that somewhere, out in the
cosmos, lives an annointed cur walking on his water dish.
Now, according to scripture, there will some day be a great
apocalypse. The sky will become a rainy torrent and from it the
dreaded Looser-Fur will descend upon us. "And He shall deliver no
less than One hundred and One Damnations. Then the prodigal Son
wi ll reappear and save all our souls.
Bass: Does scripture say where the messiah will come from this
time?
Buffy: Judging from some vague biblical references it would seem
like Western Europe. He'll probably be either a Great Dane or a
German shepherd.
Bass: I understand that you are keeping pretty busy lately trying to
trace back your roots. It is probably the dream of any dogtowish that
despite his purebred mutt appearance, a little cocker, little poodle,
he could trace his lineage back to some famous canine. Have you
had any luck so far?
Buffy: No, not a great deal. Oh, a few man-eared doguscripts from
the 1700's, but nothing else really. Of course one must a lways preserve the 'family jowls'.
Bau: Well, doggone it, .that about raps it up. Thank you for those
brief insights into your exciting world, Buff. This is Randy Bass, poolside at the McCaffrey home, with another Paciflcan exclusive.

On the spot

....... a- ............

''who is your a_ll:-ti~e hero?' f
....a ""--Il (loph., ea.- RIOIJ):

c.thr Nlmchuk (Fr., COP): Katherine Hepburn because

Lillian Heflman
because she's an artist, and durin1 the fifties when she was
blacklisted, she stuck up for a cause that was not popular to
stand up apinst

she's a really great lady. She's a fantastic actress and has
an inner beauty that radiates from her. And I guess be·
cause she has the same name as I do. That's kind of neal

Kevin Turner (Jr., Buslnal): My wife is one of my heroes
because she had a baby and handled it really well since she
was only 18 at the time, and it was a really big transition for
her. Another one of my heroes is Bruce Jenner because he
was big, strong, and the Jim Thorpe type and could do anything he wants to. He's the only one I can really relate to
since he's in my generation.

Michael Prout (Sr.,~): Clint Eastwood because he's 11 wild anq crazy IUY- Salads because they live
me somethilli to look toward to each day. And the Hobbits
because they're fantasy. They're beautiful, wonderful,
imaginative, brilliant, darling, gorgeous. and everything.

bchel&urt.on (Sr., EJbeft CMII): I'd say anyone who was
a great humanitarian who has striven for social change. A
good example of that would be Mao Tse Tung.

Geoftrer Schecht (Sr., fnP-*w):

I'd have to say Tom
Waites because he's a drunk and because of his outlook on
life: "from the gutter up"... just like me.

Rilht To Filht Given

Rec:ruiten Take Too Manr

-

·;n;-...

It is believed that recruiters have falsified documents as far back as 1972. The
alleged falsifications
stemmed from
pressure to fill recruiting quotas. Failure to
do so could mean reassignment from the
preferred duty as a recruiter.

Thelargestearthquakerecordedinthe
world this year hit Iran in an area about 600
milessouthofTehran. Radio Iran said it feared widespread death from the earthquake
which measured 7.7 on the Richter scale.
A spokesman for the central Geophysical Institute in Tehran said the entire
mountainous belt from Yazd in central Iran
to Kerman in the South was hit.

aq

Jean Griffin (Grad.• COP): AI Pacino because he's sexy-look-

Chenoa Crockett (Fr., COP): Steve Perry because he sinp
perfectly.

ing. And Billy Joel because I like h1s New York C1ty style.
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SUDfd MWJU

Rowdy

McGeorge Grads
employed

do rms

The Irvine grant will enable Initial
construction to begin this school year and be
completed by the Spring of 1980. The
remainder of the renovation work will
proceed as fund ing becomes available,
McCaffrey added.

lower

The president said, "We deeply
appreciate the confidence the James Irvine .
Foundation has evidenced in the University
of the Pacific in awarding this granL It is of
great importance to our university to be able
to develop this Science Center and we w1sh
to express our very sincere appreciation to
the Foundation's board of directors for their
action."
The South Campus, formerly the
location of Delta Community College, was
acquired by UOP in 1974. Pacific ha~ ~n 1
engaged in renovation work 1n all of the mne
permanent buildings and throughout the_42
acres during the last four years, havmg
renovat"<< structures to provide new
locatio.,~ for the School of Education, Drama
Department, the Long Theatre, Speech,
Hearing and Language Center, as well as the
science facilities noted above.

/JfiiZJll(/
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New Science Center to be developed
A Science Center will be developed with
the assistance of a $1 million grant f rom the
James Irvine Foundation of San Francisco.
The funds from Irvine will be used to
construct a new building between Faraday
Hall and the Classroom Building. The new
two-story structure will contain an estimated
17,000 square feet and will eventually house
eight Chemistry Department laboratories.
The adjacent Faraday Hall already has been
remodeled for use by the Physics
~partment and a renovated portion of the
Classroom Building is headquarters for the
Biological Sciences Department.
The three buildings together will
constitute the new Science Center, which
has been a desired goal by university
officials for several years.
The total
development is ultimately expected to cost
in excess of $3 million and will include
further remodeling in the Classroom
Building and other related projects.
The new complex is needed, McCaffrey
said, because with the steady enrollment
erowth in the sciences, expecially for
students interested in health care programs,
science facilities are no longer adequate to
meet university needs. The new chemistry
laboratory building is a major component of
our new science complex, he said.

lflfM Ul.ltll SUJ6aq

GPA's

...
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An artists rendering of the. proposed Science Center.

While many Grace Covell residents wi II '
argue there is no finer place for freshmen to '
live on campus, few can justify their in-dorm ·
study habits.
·
But their plight Is no diffetent than that
of numerous other dormitories across the .
nation where frivolous abandon coupled with
a non-conducive noise factor preclude any
notion of serious academics.
One evening recently two Indiana U.
professors paid an unexpected visit to the
campus residence halls. Their purpose: to
see if the student excuses about noisy dorms
hindering study were true.
"Utter Chaos" and "An assault on
common decency" were some of the terms
,history professor Robert Ferrell and John
IWirz used to describe what they found.
They met with members of the resi·
dence halls staff and the dorm governing
body to complain about noise, marijuana
•smoking, and rowdiness, and to charge that
as educators, they 'were being "under·
mined" by the conditions under which many
of their students live.
The professors asked for a t ightening of
regulations on noise, and while their experi·
ence has the residence staff looking for
answers, the professors also are learning
that the problem is not easilv soluble.

!

Grace Covell residents yuk It up
camera.
Student dorm officers were concerned
about student rights if restrictions were
increased, another student suggested that
the professors' noise tolerance probably isn't
that of a 20-year-old, and the professors were
told that "finding oneself' was as much an
academic goal of many students as was
classroom learning.
Meanwhile, demand for special "quiet
environment" floors at Western Illinois U.
has resulted in a doubling of such floors
offered.
On these floors during certain study
hours any noise that can be heard outside a
room is not permitted. Repeat violators are
quickly moved out.
One reason the floors are so popular:
their residents' grade point averages are
significantly higher than those of residents of
conventional dorms.

PACIFICAN
classified&
help wanted
W•nted: UOP students to work in big
brother-big sister relationship with kids in
Stockton Unified School Oistrict. Contact
Kathy at Anderson Y. phone 4661496.

CAREER

JOBS
If you are Interested in part time
employment. jobs are available.
Come to t he Career Planning and
Placement Center m Anderson Hall where
Mrs. Rusty Haley. student placement coordinator will assist you.

for sale

FREE!
Classified
Advertising
in the
Pacifican

For Sale: 1976 Datsun 8 210 Hatchback.
AM-FM Stereo Tape Deck. A1r Cond.
Automatic. $3,000or best offer. 478-6850.

IS

easy!
personals

Just dial
H1Devy. Have a great day. l"m thmking of
you! Love. Your Alpha Ch1 Omega mysty. ·

cation ofthe qualifications of our graj uates."
Dr. Nick LaPlaca, McGeorge assistant'
dean and pres1dent-elect of NALP, added
that the national figures shatter the mis·
conception that large numbers of law
graduates are unemployed. He feels the
findings show the versatility of a law degree,
as posit ions are being fou nd for lawyers in
many fields previously thought unavailable.
Along these lines, 56 percent of the
McGeorge graduates were employed in traditional private practice. But the remaining
44 percent were divided among such areas
as government, judicial clerkships, business
concerns, indigent legal services, the mili·
tary and the academic sector.
OW"Ier statistics in the McGeorge report,
which was prepared by Placement Director
Arthur
Terzakis,
showed-not
surprisingly-that 76 percent of the
graduates found employment in California.
Second most popular state was Nevada, with
9 percent.
McGeorge actively recruits
students from Nevada and offers a series of
courses on the law of that state.
McGeorge graduates in the survey found
employment in 16 different states and one
foreign country. Within California, the major·
ity of those surveyed found work in the Sacramento area.

Sperm spurns pill
If what the US really needs is a 5 cent·
cigar-and a decent male contraceptive, then
there is greater chance of savoring a future
nickel stogy than having men partake in the
daily fight against fertility.
It has been 301 years since Anton van
Leeuwenhoek first described the microscopic appearance of sperm to what must
have been a spellbound Royal Society of
London. Since then, sperm have been
bombarded by ultrasonic rays, infrared and
laser beams.

ane egg per month. Although chemicals
exist that inhibit testosterone-t he male
hormone controlling sperm product·
ion-they also inhibit the libido.
According to Dr. David M. Phillips of the
Population Council, "if you knock out testo·
sterone, you have the effect of castration,
and this is not an acceptable contra·
ceptive."
Dr. Phillips, who got 'hooked' on sperm
afterne was struck by the beauty of some fly
sperm he saw under an electron micro·
scope during his grad school days, added
All to no avail. The sperm, which N- that non-hormonal chemicals capable of
sperm
production
are,
York limes science writer Jan E. Brody stopping
recently described as "a streamlined cell, unfortunately, unfree of the risk of gene
stripped down to serve as an efficient trans· damage, birth defects and cancer.
port system," has scientists stymied.
W.jth the possibility of a male 'pill' still on
The problem is that a male contra· the distant horizon, condom companies will
ceptive must eliminate 300 million sperm a continue to be the only ones netting profit as
day as opposed to the female. requirement of well as the wily sperm.

Minority students
serviced
-

Need btrll Money? Select your own hours.
Average $10.00 per hour work1ng with
Womens· Fashions.
For interview or
appointment call 478·6850 or 951 ·9853.

Do you have yourfuture organized? Are
your prepared to enter the job market?
Freshman-Seniors don't "wait, take
advantage of services oftheCareer Planning
and Placement Center to prepare for your
post-college career. Advising appointments
are now being taken at our Anderson Hall
office.

Where the implicat ion is that there are
·many unemploved lawyers walking the
streets, statistics tend to refute these beliefs
at the national level and particularly at UOP's
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento.
An employment report prepared by
McGeorge officials shows tliat 96 percent of
eligible 1977 graduates were employed in
law-related positions by April of this year.
And this was not a one-time gain, either,
as the 1976 and 1975 totals were 97 ner·
cent and 96 percent respectively.
The McGeorge figures are slightly higher
than recent reports from the National Asso·
ciation for Law Placement (NALP). The NALP
total showed 93.6 percent of the graduates of
law schools approved by the American Bar
Association were employed in law-related
jobs within six months after graduation. •
·· In commenting on the McGeorge
figures, Gordon D. Schaber, dean of the
school, said, "The annual employment
report for the law school cl<!sses of 1977
once again points up the factthat nationally,
and particularly at the UOP McGeorge
School of law, graduates are finding opportunities to enter the legal delivery system
within a reasonable time period.
The
McGeorge rate is a most gratifying indi-

946-2114

Many minority students entering their
junior or senior years of college or already
possesing undergraduate degrees and who
are considering continuing their education
in graduate school may not be aware of a
program designed specifically for their
needs.
The Educational Testing Service (ETS)
and the Graduate Record Examinations
Board can help identify opportunities for advanced studies for such students.
Through the Minority Graduate Student
locater Service, developed by ETS and
offered by the GRE Board, college juniors,.
seniors and graduates who are memberc; pf
racial and ethnic minorities in the United
States can make their intentions known to
graduate schools seeking such applicants.
There is no cost to students for this service.
Students sign up by completing the
registration form contained in t he GREMGSLS Information Bulletin. It is the same
form used to register for the Graduate
Record Examinations. The GRE are com·
prehensive apt1tude and advanced tests
used in the admissions process by many of
the nation's graduate schools. Students
need not take the GRE to use the locater
Service.

The information bulletin explains what
students must know to participate in the
service. Copies of the bulletin can be obtain·
ed on campus at the Graduate School office
or the Testing Office in the School of
Education.
Each graduate school establishes its
own criteria for identifying students from the
locater Service file based on ethnic background, expected major f ield of study,
degree objective and state of residence.
Students who use the locater Service and
meet the criteria set by a particular school
will ·have their names automatically sub·
mitted to that school.
The next registration deadline for
students to submit their applications is
November 6. This will make information to
graduate schools two times during the aca-.
demic year. Graduate schools will corres·
pond with those students in whom they are
tnterested and inform them of the procedures to follow in applying for admission.
Last year, more than 21 ,000 students
made use ofthe l ocater Service, and student
information was provided to more than 120
graduate schools around the country.
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Two appointments

lntramurals swing

announced
Two new major appointments have been
made this fall at UOP 1n Raymond-Calllson
College, the hberal arts college that offers
interdisciplinary and mtercultural-internattOnal courses of study; and· the
Community Involvement Program (CIP), a
university funded program wh1ch allows
local residents to attend UOP who m1ght not
be able to otherwise.
At Raymond-Calhson college Dr. James
M. Shebl has been named assistant dean.
Shebl, previously an assistantto the academic 'Jice president at UOP, has taught
literature courses since 1969 at the university. In recent years he has taught at Raymond-Callison.
Shebl has·a B.A. degree from Creighton
Uni'Jersity, M.A. degree from the University
ofNebraskaandPh.D.fromUOP.
The new assistant dean replaces Dr.
John D. Smith, who is returning to full-time

Dr. Shebl is the new

Recommended by a committee of
community representatives and UOP
faculty, students and administrators to head
CIP, he will direct a program that allows
financially needy students from the Stockton area to attend Pacific. Approximately
150 students are enrolled in the program,
which invol..,es considerable tutorial assist·
ance and coun~elin_g.

assistant dean of
Raymond- Callison College. teachingdutiesatUO~.

Jones holds a B.A. degree from Shaw
University in North Carolina, M.S. degree
from Tennessee State University and a
doctorate from the University of Missouri.
The new CIP director will succeed Kelly
Kitagawa, who resigned last Spring.
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Dr. John R. Jones Is the new director
of the Community Involvement Program
(CIP).
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into action

In CIP, Dr. John R Jones of Jefferson
City, M1ssouri, has been named director of
the program and an ass1stant professor of
education.
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On the d.....,.. bolnf. EMnts Center C.mpalp Director Tom Ford 11v• • finer point to the
....,.. pllln of the UOP EMnts Center durinc lat Friar's Unlv.,..ft.r Center F•lr.

Events Center
getting closer
The proposed UOP Events Center is
closing in on reality as campaign contributions have topped the 2.5 million dollar
mark-well over half of the original 4.5
million dollar price tag.
Architects are presently working on
schematic drawings, after which the working drawings will be made, and are
scheduled for completion around Jan. 1.
The center will serve not
only intercollegiate basketball, but also intramurals,
concerts, lectures, plays, and communityrelated events such as conventions, shows
and other athletic events.
Should the plans be completed by Jan.
1, they would then be presented to the
regents, who will authorize the acceptance of
bids for construction if the plans meet their
approval.
Rising commercial building costs have
driven the cost of the structure from 4.5
million to 6.2 million dollars- a rate of about one percent per month. The Center will
take 12 to 14 months to complete barring
any major delays.
The building has already deviated from
the original plans despite the fact that
ground hasn't even been broken.
"There have been changes in the roof
structure to give the building better
acoustical ability for concerts and con·
servatory function," said campaign director
Thomas Ford.
"Another major problem has been to
find a way to eliminate posts that obstruct
vision," said Ford, who obviously must have
sat in Section T of the Stockton Civic Auditorium during a UOP basketball game.
"This will give us one of the best, if not '
the best, on-campus facility in the conference (Pacific Coast Athletic Association),'' Ford continued.

The Events Center will a Iso be the largest !
indoor gathering place in the San Joaquin .
Valley. Besides athletics, which will control
only about one-third of the Center use,
community events such as conventions,
Stockton Symphony, professional tennis and
bolting. ~ill also use the facility.
Student representatives
have been
involved in the des1gn and use aspects ofthe
project, and will play a great role in staging
concert shows and other assorted events,
according to Ford.
All the money for the project is coming
from private sources-without
a penny
carved from a tuition dollar. Last week, H.J.
Heinz of the H.J. Heinz Co presented the
campaign with a $25,000 donation; a
donation that was arranged through fundraiser Bob Yamada, who. says Ford, " is the
best fundraiser in the world."
Yamada was the leading fundraiser in
this year's Pacific Athletic Foundation drive.
The building will be located south of
Kjeldsen Pool, where the present soccer field
is located. The Center will seat 6,000 for·
basketball and will expand to 8 ,000 for other
events utilizing floor seating.
The existing locker room facility on the
old Delta College campus will be renovated
and there is a possibility that a tunnel will
connect the locker room with the playing
floor, which rests 16 feet below ground level.
The soccer field will be relocated to
where the old Delta tennis courts are now.
The second phase of the events Center
project will be to construct racquetball,
handball, weight lifting and gymnastics
facilities where the old Delta gym now
stands. Until that second phase begins,
however, the old gym w1ll be kept for intramurals and for open use.

The intramural football season got
Swimming Pool:
.mderway this week with a record 32 teams
Monday, Wednesday,
participating, including three defending
and Friday
champions from 1977.
Tuesday, Thursday
Last year's Adivision champs GOI will be · Saturday, Sunday
challenged by a tough schedule that now
-includes last year's 8 division champs, the
Mataputos, who were advanced to A division
this year.
Powderpuff
division
returning
champions, the M.J.'s, masquerading under
the new name of the Northerneasterners, are
vs
Ritter's Raiders
lightning Eleven
favored to repeat in the top spot.
vs
Roaring Archites
\IS
"Players should check the new rules, as
A_sahi
\IS
many have changed since last season," says
Northeastt••1ers
vs
IM Director Kathy Simpson.
With A Little luck vs
The new rules are posted on the orange
intramural board in the lobby of the UOP
Tu.dar26
gym.

IM notices:
Wanted: Intramural Football Officials.
Work Monday-Thursday, 4-8 p.m.
Pay $3.00 per game. Training provided.
Contact IM Office in the gym

Sports Clubs: Any active student sports
clubs who would like to secure funding
assistance through the Recreation Sports
Club Contingency Fund should submit
completed application forms to Kathy
Simpson, Intramural Office, Ext. 2210.
Deadline for applications is Friday Oc. 6,

1978.
Recreation Hours:
Gymnasium:
Monday, Thursday,
and Friday
Tuesday, Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Weight Room:
Monday Wednesday,
and Friday
Tuesday, Thursday

7-llp.m.
9-llp.m .
1-5p.m .
5-llp.m.

Majors Recs
Casa Werner
R.C.J.B.
Termites
Phi Delta Chi
Alpha Chi Sigma

vs
vs

vs
vs
vs

vs

8a.m.-6p.m.
10a.m.:6p.m.
l2-5p.m.

Carter's Animals
Dudes

SAE-

Hammer Hawks
D.G. Bombers
Cannibis Sativa

Lightweights
Lolo's
Jellies
Vader's Raiders
MJtapUtos
Fearsome
Freshmen

WeclnelcMJ27
A sahi
Hammer Hawks
Northeasterner
Bulldog's
D. G. Bombers
SAE

vs
vs
liS

vs

Carter's Animals
Eiselen
Theta's Raider!>
Ritter's Raiders
SOuth of Grace
With A little Luck

~21

Northerneasterners 115
Termites
vs
Phi Delta Chi
vs
Aloha Ctli Sigma
vs
G. D. I.'s
vs
Arch31ans
vs

South Of Grace
Gruntilla
Roaring Archites
Lolo's •
Mataputos
Vader's Raiders

2-4:30p.m.
3-4:30p.m.

R)RIFS,
ANDS
ORBUITS.
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Diet pill discovered
5648 N . Pershing
"Home of THE MATCH"
New & Used Books
Newspapers & Magazines, includes foreign languages
Cliff Notes & Study Aids

Open Sunday 1-9 p.m

Daily 9 -9

477 2009

Medical researchers. at the Jackson
Laboratory '" Bar Harbor, Maine, say they
have acc1dently discovered a chemical compound that could become a sort of m~racle
d1et p111.
Doctor Andrew Kandutsch says that lab
researchers were attemptmg to develop a
chem1cal to control cholesterol levels 10 the
body, but mstead came up w1th one that
apparently suppresses the appetite.

The doctor says that when the new sub·
stance IS fed to lab ammals, they lose the1r
desire to eat. An1mals g1ven large doses of
the drug. Kandutsch says, will actually
choose to OO<:ome gaunt and starve to death
rather than eat. Smaller doses reportedly
cause them s1mply to eat less than normal.
Kandutsch says 1t Will be some t1me be·
fore the drug can be tested on human volun·
teers.

0

More of today's styles
and sizes than anyone. With
Gap Label, Brittania and
Levi's~ jeans and tops, the
choice is easy.

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 l istings! Al l subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(offer expires Dec. 31, 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

55 GRANT AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 94108
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Tigers vs Cal:

Uh-Oh!
by Jeff Jardine
PACIFICAN
SPORTS EDITOR

When the UOP Tigers travel to Cal
tomorrow, they could find themselves much
in the same position thatthe UC DavisAggies
were in before they defeated the Tigers 3114 last Saturday night at Pacific Memorial
Stadium. And in turn, the Cal Bears are in a
relatively s1milar position to that otthe Tigers
last week.
.
Davis is a Division II team from the Far
Western Conference-a conference whose
football is supposed to be of a lower caliber
than that of the Pacific Coast Athletic
Associat•on, of which UOP is a member.
Nonetheless, Davis had seemingly little
trouble 10 handling the T1gersasAggie semor
quarterback Mike Moraski passed for 324
yards and riddled the Tigers' celebrated
secondary for four touchdowns.
The 324-yard passing total was the
highest aga10st the Tigers in two years,
surpassing San Diego State's Joe Davis, who
passed for 314 yards on Nov. 5, 1977.
By commg to Pacific, the Agg1es had
nothing to lose. Pacif1c was favored; Pacific
is a Division I team, and just about everyone
felt that Pacific would take out the frustrations of the previous week's 42-7 fiasco
against Arizona State in Tempe, on the poor,
helpless Davis Aggies.
So now the Tigers are in the same
position that the Aggies were in. The Tigers
will play the Cal Bears of the Pacific-10
Conference. The Pacific-10 conference
always seems to have two or three of its
teams ranked in the top, ten in the nation.

~....__s~~-R:~_s__..;
·up

end-zoned
photo by Jorae Rayo

In terms of quality and depth, the Pac-10
teams are far superior to those of the PCAA,
a-s shown last weekend when Stanford, an
average team in the Pac-10, destroyed San
Jose State, 38-9. Many have picked San Jose
State to win the PCAA this year.
The Bears will be in the same posit1on
that the Tigers were against the Aggies.
Cal, had its receivers not dropped two passes
in the end zones, would have defeated
powerful Nebraska 10 the season opener.
Last weekend, the Bears defeated
Georgia Tech 34-22 behind the passing of
sophomore Rich Campbell, who completed
17 of 23 passes for 270 yards and 2 touchdowns.

The Pacifican
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Friday, September 22
Film:
"Lady Sings the Blues", UC Theatre, 6 & 9 p.m.
Exhibit:
Watercolors by Kim Leow, UC Gallery, regular hours
Drama: "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Event: Newman Invitational T.G.I.F. for Student Services Staff, NewmaR House,
4 p.m.

Drama: " One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Concert:
Jan & Dean , Keystone Berkely, tickets at BASS outlets $4.00, call
theatre for showtimes, (415) 841-9903
Drama:
Fionnula Flanagan as "James Joyce's Women, " Marines' Memorial
8:30,
tickets at
Geary
Theatre
box
office,
or
call
Theatre,
(415) 673-6443
Saturday, September 23
Film:
"Lady Sings the Blues," UC Theatre, 6 & 9 p.m.
Drama: "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Museum:
Tour of Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, Victory Park, 1:45
p.m .
Concert:
"Concert for Young People," East Union High School, Manteca, 11
a.m.
Concert: Carole King, Concord Pavilion, 2 p.m., tickets $6.50 and $7.50 at BASS
outlets
Concert:Herb Ellis, Christo's, S.F., call Bass for tickets and times

( Analysis )

Drama:
Theatre,
(415)

Tomorrow, the Bears will be going down
a notch as far as the level of competition IS
concerned, in much the same respect that
the T1gers did against Davis.
The Bears w1ll probably be taking UOP
lightly, especially since the loss to Davis.
Had Pacific destroyed Davis as expected (or
at least as hoped), then the Bears·would have
UC Davis's Calvin Ellison (top) held on to this one despite the efforts of Pa·
had to stand up and take not1ce.
clflc's Joe Orlandlnl (bottom left) and Warren Haggary (30).
So expect Cal to be looking past the
Tigers. Whether it will cost the Bears a viccapitalize on it, and there's no need to give
tory depends on how long UOP's offense can
So the Tigers will have to be on their toes
any breaks to a team that will probably score
It is important that Pacific at least does well
control the ball. If the offense can sustain
30 or 40 points anyway.
one good drive per quarter, giving the
against Cal because PCAA play opens the
It's hard to conce1ve the notion that the
defense adequate rest, then an upset is
very nelCt weekend in Stockton against Long
Tigers will face a better passer than the
possible.
Beach State, and without one good outing
Aggies' Moraski, but they m1ght see one in
The Tigers can't afford a turnover inside
before league, it would be unrealistic to rate
their own 40-yard line, because Cal will . CampbelL
the-Tigers as contenders in the PCAA.

Fionnula Flanagan as "James Joyce's Women," Marines' Memor;al
8:30, tickets and info at Geary Theatre box office, call
673-6443
Sunday, September 24

Film:
"Lady Sings the Blues," UC Theatre, 3,6, & 9 p.m.
Service:
Sacrament of Reconciliation, Morris Chapel, 7 p m.
Mass:
Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
Festival:
Massenkoff Russian Folk Festival, Concord Pavilion, 8 p.m., tickets
at BASS outlets
Fionula Flanagan as "James Joyce's Women," Marines' Memorial
Drama:
info,
(415) 673Theatre, call Geary Theatre for tickets and
6443
Monday, September 25
Exhibit:
Underwater Photographs, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Film:
UCPC Film, "Sometimes a Great Notion," UC Theatre, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Seminar:
"What About Reconciliation?" Regent's Dining Room, 7:30p .m.
Seminar:
How to Get to the Present Form and Understanding?", Regents'
Dining Room, 9:30p.m.
Wednesday, September 27
Service:
Exhibition:
Drama:

pap!)

Morris Chapel, 12 noon
Underwater Photography, UC GaJiery, reg. hrs.
"The Hound of the Everyman," Lamb's Players, UC Patio, 12 noon
Thursday, September 28

KUOP Organizational Meeting, UC. Theatre, 7 p.m.
Meeting:
Exhibit:
Underwater Photography, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Seminar:
"What about Reconciliation?" Regents' Dining Room, 7:30p.m.
Seminar:
"Why Confession . . . ," Regents' Dining Room, 9:30p.m.
For more Information concerning any of these events, call946-2114.

Record
•
rev1ew
Lynyrd Skynyrd
First and • • . Last
MCA Records 3047

By Tim Jones
Opus numbers given to works of
classical music most often denote the
chronology of their cre~tion. Occasionally,
however, the last opuses will be labeled
"posthumous", but are not the last works of
the composer. Rather, they are earlier works
published after his death.
We fmd a similar situation in the case of
Lynyrd Skynyrd's "First and ... Last" This
title is perfect irony: honest, in a twisted
sense, yet a less figurative title might have
been "Very Early Lynyrd Skynyrd."
I was excited at the prospect of a followup to the truly great "Street Survivors"
album, from th1s band whose recording
career was
marked
by consistent
maturation, and vast improvement with each
new album.
Not so.
Nowhere do we find the Skynyrd stylized
sophistication of their "Street Survivors",
with its "skyn-t1ght" rhythms, syncopations,
and effectively sparse use of their three
guitars simultaneously, which I will call
guitar pointillism. Nor does it have the asskicking boogie feel of earlier albums. Not
evident are the years of honing a sound to
razor edge severity.
What is presented is simply formativeyears material, lacking a sound of its own
and several members of the band as it was
known to the Skynyrd audience, as well.
(There is a different line-up for each song,
suggesting different dates of recording.)
l.ike the title, the album cciver is a vast
ambiguity, an exercise in deception, an
unending juxtaposition of what is and what is
not. Photos taken in 1969 (when most of this
material was probably recorded), mingle
· with recent concert photos. The black and

white shots on both sides of the cover look
similar, but are separated by years. No date
Is given for recording sessions, only date of
release: 1978
· As most rock tans know, Lynyrd Skynyrd
disbanded after last year's plane crash
which killed three of the band members.
This album, then, is a case of
posthumous ripoff (perhaps even graverobbing), on the part of MCA records. As has
happened so many times in the past, the
company is trying to capitalize on a death by
packaging inferior material or re-releasing
previously released cuts. Here, MCA takes
very dated, throwaway material, and dresses
1t up to be a new album.
Thus, "'First ...and Last."

auto insurance
ByJanEpn

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
The 6'2", 225 lb. linebacker
from Sonora led the Tiger de·
fense with 16 tackles in last
week~s loss to UC-Davis. Vassar
led the Tigers last year with 157
tackles, and already has 36
through two games this year.
Vassar neued 20 against Arizona
State September 9 in Tempe,
Arizona.
Brad Vassar.

Two weekends ago, September 9 and 10th, our fair Stockton was blessed
with a rare personage: Ray Charles, the Incomparable jazz artist. Unfortunately,
no one, or very few, knew about it.
He sort of sneaked In the back door, or as It were, the Executive Suite. This
little known club, located on 8th and Airport Way In South Stockton, Is owned
by a mysterious man named Ralph E. White, who also happens to be a ballbondsman and a city councilman.
It is certainly curious a place as small as Stockton would be considered by
Ray Charles, and even more curious that he would not give any press or publicity to the news media.
I spol<e to Mr. White on the telephone, the day before the opening gig, and
again the afternoon of the show.
He was openly hostile to my suggestion that we publicize his club and it•s
guest artist, was adamantly opposed to giving away press passes, saying that
"the Stockton newspaper reporters were not given any."
Trying my best to keep calm, I asked him If he would be interested in receiving any press at all, either for Ray Charles or perhaps some future shows.
He paused, and said, "No, we're not generally concerned with the North Stockton people, If they hear about it and they want to come, fine."
After an abrupt silence, during which I was thinking of my next approach,
he mumbled something about the band needing help (I could hear them tuning
up In the background), and put me on "Hold."
Mr. White never un-held me.
I have subsequently been Informed that KUOP would also be very Interested in taping some of the club's shows, but they, too, have not received
much positive feedback.
I guess we "north" Stocktonlans will have to settle for no jazz, unless the
Brickworks resume their Wednesday evening Jazz which Is passable on a good
night. Of course, there's always the UOP Jazz Band, or even a drive into S.F.
drag. Although his secretary keeps Insisting that he's not in, I'll continue my efforts to convince Mr. Ralph E. White that he does have a potential audience at
UOP.
I'll let you know in a few years..
I t
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What's

Joines Joyce's'Women'
"James Joyce's Women," a one-woman
rend1tioo of real and 1maginarv women from
the hfe and work ofthe literary giant, wi II be
performed by Fionnula Flana-gan tonight
through Oct. 1 at the Marines' Memonal
Theater.
The American Conservatory
Theater
is
presenting the
limited
engagement here of the Rejoyce, Inc.
production.
Staged by veteran actor-director
Burgess Meredith and featuring Garrert
O'Connor, "James Joyce's Women" was
devised by Emmy Award-winning actress
Flanagan, and includes six vivid portraits of
three women who directly influenced Joyce's
life and writing, and three others brought to
life in his works.
Flanagan appears as the real-life Harriet
Shaw Weaver, editor of the English literary
magazine that first published portions of "A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man" and
later his benefactor; Nora Barnacle Joyce,
his loyal wife through years of struggle; and
Sylvia Beach, the courageous publisher who
first brought Joyce's "Ulysses" to the world
and was central to the major literary
controversy of the century.
The three characterizations from
Joyce's writings csre the Washerwoman from
"Finnepn's Wake," who recounts the·
fantastic history of the river "Anna Livia
Plurabelle";
Gerty
MacDowell
from
"Ulysses,,' a portrait of a young girl's sexual
fantasies; and finally Joyce's most famous
female creation, also from "Ulysses", Molly

Bloom.
Director Meredith has had a career of
theatrical landmarks spanning more than
four decades.
He recently received
Academy Award nominations for his roles in
"Day of the locust" and "Rocky," and won an
Emmy last year for his performance in "Tail
Gunner Joe."

He conce1ve<1 and directed the
internationally-acclaimed production of
"Ulysses in Nighttown" ·that prompted
Flanagan to compile "James Joyce's
Women."
Meredith also appeared at UOP in 1975,
when he delighted the audience with his
readings
of excerots
from
Carlos
castenada's "Don Juan."
O'Connor, Flanagan's real-life husband,
appears in "James Joyce's Women" as an
interviewer and musician. An associate
professor of clinical psychiatry at U.C.L.A.,
he has also directed several plays, revues,
and
•
This production \:las received critical
acclaim.throuahout the country, and should
delitht all audienCes, whether or not they are

operas.

Let your feet make
a place for themselves.

familiar with Joyce's work.
Tickets are on sale at the Geary Theatre
box office, and may be charged by phone to
Mastercharge or Visa by calling (415) 673·
6443. Ticket prices are: Friday (8:30) and
Saturday (7 & 10), $8.50 and $9.50; and
Tuesday through Thursday (8:30) and
Sunday (3 & 7:30), $7.50 and $8.50.
There is, however, a special price for
poor students. For those with a validated
student body card, the cost is $3.50, but this
"student rush'' price is only applicable onehalf hour before the show begins. Although
the students are guaranteed of being given
the beSt seats remaining, it is recommended
that they attend either the mid-week shows,
or the 10:00 showing on Saturday evening.
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the diary

------~-ondCJ!If ~
The Diary of Pam Frank
· September 16, Saturday
11:48 p.m.

Feet in the sand make footprints.
Feet in Birkenstock footwear do the very same thing.
The Birkenstock footbed is heat and pressure sensitive, to mold
to 'your foot, and become your footprint .
So walking in Birkenstock is a lot
like walking harefoot in rhe sand.
with one very convenient difference.
You can walk in Birkenstock all year long.

Birkenstock:
1205 W. March Lane, Stockton
(In the new College Square)
477-2955

''The Germans have infiltrated the niajor
.quarries of the Jewish underground. Our
only alternative to containment of the
Ges~po is the Weinstock . .. I work day and
night to... "
It was from here, The Diary of Pam
Frank, that so affected the lives of Europeans
of the Allied Forces in World War II, as it was
she who advanced the mystery of the
Weinstock.
Clearly what does the Weinstock
mystery have to do with us students at UOP?
Well, for$2.65 you can eat allyouwantatthe
delicious salad bar featured at the
Weinstock's Garden Room Restaurant and
Coffee Shop.
The mystery you ask? Who would ever
expect to find a good dining facility, which is
clearly hidden to the far left ofthe elevator on
the second floor, in the midst of some
Stockton department store such as
Weinstock's?
The mystery is for the
detectives, yet the solution is for us to enjoy
what the Garden Room has to offer.
Restaurant hours are conven1ent: 10·8
p.m. weekdays, 10-5 p.m. Sat~rd~y, and 12·

SP.orts , 011 t?Jp

up?

The Pacific Dance and Electnc
Company, University of the Pacific's
performing dance group, IS hold ing its Fall
organizational meeting this Tuesday at 6
p.m . in the Anderson Dance Studio. The
purpose of the meeting 1s to plan rehears<!l
and_performance schedules for this year, as
well as introduce all interested persons to
the current members of the company.
~n addition to trained dancers, positions
(unpaid) for company manager, technical
director, secretary, and other administrative
duties are still available, and Ms. Friend also
invites musicians who can compose and-or
play for the dancers, to come to Tuesday's
meeting.
All members of the university
community aeeged to get involved with the
troupe.
·
Also being organized on our fair campus
is the second annual "Amateur Night at the
Rat,'' which wil be on October 4th, starting at
8:30.
Folks wno possess talent, be it
congenital or otherwise, ranging from
comedy to tragedy and singing to swinging,
are invited to· enlighten an eager audience
with their fledgling efforts. Sign-ups are at
the lnformation Booth, and, as an added
incentive to the entrants, a cash prize of
$15.00 will be awarded to the winner of the
evening.
The winner may be asked to return to the
Rat stage, with monetary remuneration
(cash green) forthcoming.
And from there, who knows? Someday,
you may even get your big break: a chance to
be a guest star on Donny and Marie's show.
And finally, the U.O.P. Drama
Department will be holding auditions tor
KISS ME KATE on October 2, 1978, in the
LooK Theatre at 7:.00 p.m..
More information on any of these
upcoming events can be obtained by calling
946·2114.

.. Shop..
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4 'Sunday. HouSe wines, California table
wines (Chablis Blanc and Zinfandel), and
beer are available.
The menu is well
designed enabling one to munch the
Reuben, savor the salad, or try the tostada.
And the salad bar!
The salad bar consists of a broad
selection of good foods: tossed green salad
with choice of dressing, bean salad, assorted
cheeses, boiled eggs, cherry tomatoes, fresh
fruit salad (featuring cantaloupe,
watermelon, grapes and pineapple}, Julian
beets, bean sprouts, and the speciality,
toasted soynuts.
Take my advice: When you're just
shooting the breeze at Weberstown Mall,
remember the Garden Room and Coffee
Shop as it is well worth your time and
enjoyment.
The Diary of Pam Frank
September 22, Friday
8 a.m.
''The n1ght was cold. The code name
Pam Frank must be professed to those of you
who unturn this d1ary unveiling the true
My name: the
seeds of GERMANY .
wondecful James Gourmet!"

Soccer: USF boots Tigers; Cal next
Faced with t he d iffiCult task and
makes one wonder whether USF has a purely
instirmountable r esponsibility of p laying
"amateur" team, or a n international farm
two-time national champion and last year's
team collected by and for USF Coach Steve
runner-up USF, the University of the Pacific
Negaesco.
soccer team might well have been better ott
looking to the coming week, UOP will
staying in the locker room.
continue to face stiff com petition, albeit not
_Wi th emotions at an all-time low after
as stiff as USF. Pacific will take to the road
two close losses to UC Davis and Stanford
against Berl<eley Sept 23 and UC Santa
and a complete unwillingness to follow
Barbara Sept. 24.
Coach Glynn Richard 's pre-game strategy,
, The Berkeley match begins at 10:30, so
UOP lost 11·0.
if Tiger fans are going down for the football
To be honest, a loss to USF is not all that
game, why not get there a I ittle early and give
disturbing. One should realtze that all buf
our soccer players some much needed
support.
two of USF's players are foreign bom and,
before they are imported, receive the benefit
offoreign coaching and year-round play. It

Water poloists dunk field in tourney

~t>,Sondroa..;.

.

Soc:certo boot. UOP'a Paco D'Anplo (8) c:Onftonta a USFplar•durinl Sundayall.O loea to
.the Dona at Pacific 11..-ial. St.dlum

With a 3-0 sweep of the Fresno State
tourney versus the likes of Fresno State, Los
Angeles State and Fresno City College, t he
1978 Tiger Water Polo team has begun its
season successfully.
Coach Connor Sutton is high on the
team's good balance and cohesiveness.
.despite the lack of any "big name" players.
Four of 1977's starters were lostthis season,
however there are seven returning lettermen
and a number of promising newcomers.
There are also three returnees from past
seasons who sat out in the 1977 campaign.

Ano~ plus for UOP is the number of
left handers the team possesses as
southpaws are valuable to any water polo .
team.
I he Tigers have their work cut out for
them, though, as their conference includes
such powerhouses as nationally ranked
Irvine (no. two) and Pepperdine (no. four).
On September --22--23 the men will
compete at the Cal Invitational and will then
retum home for a match September 26.
opposins Modesto Junior Colleae.

Volleyballers set for '78
"The number one goal is to finish f irst in
- our league", said varsity volleyball coach
Taras (Terry) Liskevych about the season
that got under way here yesterday against
Long Beach State. "It will be a dog fight
between Stanford, San Jose, and UOP'',
added Liskevych.
Members of the Northern California
Athletic Conference include: Stanford, San
Jose, Cal, Fresno, Santa Clara, USF, and
UOP. UOP's next home match is against
Montana State September 26 at 7 p.m. in the
main gym.
This year's team, who some say
" perhaps the most talented in UOPvolleyba ll
history", has all of last year's six starters
returning.
Judy Lee and Patty Berg are " blocking very
well" according to liskevych. Shay Pang, a
junior college transfer from Modesto, "would
have to be placed in the top three (middle
blockers'. Those who play well, will start"
liskevych added.
"Judy Lee, inch for inch, is probably our
·best volleyball player" said Liskevych, " but
that needs to be proven". Lee, a junior, sat
out last season because of an infected
appendix.
Debbie Osman, a two-year veteran of the
squad, "is never the one who stands out
unlt.!SS you really know and watch her. She
never makes a mistake, and she is not
iflt imidated by anybody. She is a good team
leader," said Liskevych.

Osman does not see herself as helping
the team any more than anyone else. "We all
have equal responsibilities", Osman said,
"being captain •.l'm the person between Terry
and the team. The communications," said
Osman, about her role.
Seven years of United States Volleyball
Association play has given Osman the
needed experience for her position as
captain.
There are 17 players on the squad, 11 of
whom are scholarship recipients. Twelve
players wi ll travel to Hawaii Novem ber 26·

28.
COP has an abundance of depth this
season. "When you have as many players as
we do, you know when you are not playing:
well, there will be somebody ready to come in
and take your place", said Osman. "We rea lly
have a strong bench this year", she added.
Liskevych and ttie team believe t hey can
be national contenders. "If we win our
league, Liskevych said, "we will go to the
Western Regionals. If we finish in the top 5,
we'll be in the top 5 in the country". The
Western Regionals are slated for November
24-25 at UC Davis.
Jay!'le Gibson, a 6·1 freshman from
Arvada, Colorado, and that state's Sports
Woman-of-the-year in 1978, is one new
player to watch this season. "She's really the
athlete we thought she wou ld be", said
liskevych.

I

. .'
segar1n1 s

Ann Connolly, a 5-8 outside hitter from
Chicago, is another freshman to watch. She
led Mother McAuley High School totheAAA
lltinois title after a 32·0 season last year. 'We
are looking for Connolly to be the all-around consi_;;tent player:' commentSd
Llskevvch.
A third freshman, Starry Suttich, from
Concord , led her high school team to the
Diablo Valley Athletic Title her senior year.
She is a definite threat to cnallenge Nancy
Lancaster, last season's starting setter for
her returning job.
Ana Lambe, a walk-on from San
Bernadino, " was a pleasant surprise," said
liskevych. She is a tlireat to break in and
start as an outside hitter, he added.
Liskevych considers the team strengths
defense and blocking. He is confident that
the offense will come w1th practice..
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Oct 6
Oct.7
Oct. 13
Oct. 15
Oct. 23

Cal Poly Pomona
UC Berkeley
UCLA
Santa Clara

Stanford
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(Admission $2 students, $3 adults. The
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Editor's note: Thil il the first of a condnuina
..,.. of articles bJ PKifialn reporter
Del Valle, commemorating the
·centennial anniversary of the Conservatory
• Music. Next week: the A Cappella choir.

..._.lena
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·. The Lamb's Players In their medieval costumes performing one of their skits.

"Everyman'' at UOP

Cal vs UOP

McCaffrey can' I ~.!.~...!

When the UOP Tigers and the ~al Bears
clash tomorrow at Berkeley, UOP president
Dr. Stanley McCaffrey won't be hard to s~t.
He'll be the one in the Pacific rooting sect1on
wearing a sailor's cap with two Cal ~nd two
UOP insignia's, obviously matching h1s
custom-made necktie that has blue and gold
stripes running one direction and black and
orange stripes the other.
It will be one of the few times that an
alumnus of Cal hasn't come back to
Memorial Stadium to root for the Bears.
McCaffrey graduated from Cal in 1938 where
he played football his freshman, sopho·
more, and junior years, and baseball for four
seasons.
"I was very close to All-America recognition," said McCaffrey, a ce~ter. "-that
is-1 played behind Bob Herwig, who made
All-America that year (1936)".
McCaffrey decided to sit out his senior
(1gs7) season as he was serving as student
bodypresidentthatyear. Wasithardforhim
to stay away?
.
"After the first game against St. Mary's, I
went to the coach and said 'I can't stay
away-I've got to come back'. He said, 'O.K.,
I'll see you Monday in uniform.' Well, I
thought it over that weekend, with being
student body president and my job and
everything I decided there just wasn't
enouah time. So I didn't go back out."
And McCaffrey has been kicking him·
self ever since. Cal wento!!,tO ~in Vie_f'acific

Coast Conference (now the Pac-10) and on
Jan. 1 1938 defeated Alabama in the Rose
8owl.
Cal defeated Pacific- then known as
College of the Pacific-each of the three
years that McCaffrey played, including shut·
outs his sophomore andjunioryears (39-0 in
1935 and 14·0 in 1936).
Before
one
UOP-Cal
encounter
McCaffrey recalls Cal coach Stub Allison
telling his team:
"Now men, I don't know what to tell you
about this Pacific team. This fellow Stagg
(Pacific coach Amos Alonzo Stagg) will pull
almost anything."
"They came out of the huddle,"
McCaffrey said, "and they spread out across
the field. Of course, we didn't know what it
was. It was the invention of the spread
formation."
"They seemed to be pretty good games,"
said McCaffrey, admitting later that the Cal
defense must have been sharper than his
recollections of the 39-0 and 14-0 whitewashers.
It was in a McCaffrey era Cai-UOP
contest that football got it's first look at the
triple reverse option pass, otherwise known
as the "fleaflicker''.
As vice president of Cal (1955-1960),
McCaffrey remembers that one year when
both the Bears and the Tigers were having
great seasons, an attempt was made to

Stan McCaffrey as he appeared In his Cal Bear days.
arrange a post season game.
''The attempts fell through," said
McCaffrey. "Cal had a great team led by Bob
Celeri, who was touted as an All-America,
and Eddie LeBaron was the quarterback
here. So, the teams got together without
coaches and played in Lodi in the Grape
Bawl on Thanksgiving Day."
"Pacific won 7-6. There was a crowd of
about 20,000."
. .
Monday , Sept. 18, McCaffrey
attended a football writer's luncheon in San
Francisco that was supposed to have
featured the reunion of former Pacific star
Dick Bass and former Cal star Joe Kapp. In
the last meeting between the two schools.
(1958), Bass scored touchdowns on runs of
20, 24, and 20 yards and rushed for a total of
215 yards. He also passed for three2-point
conversions.
.
The two would meet again and
again-Bass went on to star as a running
back for the Los Angeles Rams and Kapp
quarterbacked the Minnesota Vikings into
the 1970 Super Bowl where they lost a 23-7
decision to the Kansas City Chiefs.

·on-

Bass appeared at the conference, but
Kapp failed to show.
Despite the modest Cal past, McCaffrey
has no douts about which team will get his
support tomorrow.
"Cal chancellor AI Bowker invited Beth
and me to luncheon, and to sit in his box at
the game," McCaffrey said.
"I said 'yes' to the luncheon- but no
thanks to the game. I wanted to sit with the
Pacific people."
McCaffrey won't be the only person with
dual schoolship; Bob Haas, a regent at UOP,
also went to Cal.
When asked for a prediction on
tomorrow's contest, McCaffrey said, "I have a
hopeful, honest prediction . 21-20, Pacific.
We'll score two touchdowns on passing and
one on an interception. Cal has a fine
quarterback in Rich Campbell, but our
defensive secondary will pic k off a few ."
A necktie with blue and gold and black
and orange stripes- a sailor's hat with two
Cal and two UOP ins1gnia's- no matter the
score or the attire, it will be a day that Stan
McCaffrey will never forget.

/

By Lisa Alva
" Hear ye! Hear ye! The Lamb's Players'
Street Theatre will present 'The Hound of
Everyman' for the UOP campus Wednesday,
September 27, at noon here in the Uni·
versity Center Patio!"
Sponsored by the Campus Ambassadors and the lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship, the Lamb's Players will perform this
medieval-style play . depicting the mis·
adventures of "Everyman" as he attempts to
elude Death. In his wanderings, Everyman
meets Satan and his accomplices, who try to
wayl2y him with varied and attractive
temptations.
"The play should be a lot of fun for everyone," said Bob Lehman, Director of the
Campus Ambassadors. "The troupe will
begin setting up around 10 Wednesday
morning, putting on make-up and raising
sets in full view of the audience." This Calif·
omia-based troupe patterns itself after the
roving troupes of medieval days, and will
speak and dress accordingly.
"A few min.utes before the performance
begins, members of the cast will roam about
the campus ringing bells and calling people
to the play. The play is about fifty-five
minutes long, and everyone will have a
chance to speak to the actors afterward,"
said Lehman.

by the Lamb's Players, and they have performed it throughout California for the past
few years. It is presented without musical
accompaniment, and, as Lehman says, "in
very good taste."
The Lamb's Players specialize in mime
as well as Renaissance-period plays, which
they write and choreograph themselves. The
Players, which number fifty, are all compe·
tent in the arts. Twelve of these fifty will be
visiting UOP on the 27th of this month. UOP
is one of several performances the Players
will give during a week-long tour throughout
the San Joaquin Valley.
In 1973, the troupe moved from St. Paul,
Minnesota, to Southern California under the
guidance of Steve Terrell. Terrell is a teacher
and former professional actor who began the
Lamb's Players' Theatre with a cast of seven.
Each of the fifty members in the company
work in the organization's offices and hold
other staff support positions as well.
The Lamb's Players have one very strong
motivating factor in common; belief in the
Word of God. After each performance, the
p_layers will mingle with the audience to
spread the Word . It is this philosophy that
inspires each one of the Players' perform-
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general university community.
November lOth : The Jazz Band will
staae a concert featuring special guest artist
Carmen McCrae with her trio, the jazz band
will perform with her as well.
January 20th: A highlight in the Jazz
Band's activities features a ten day good-will
trip to venezuela, sponsored by their
government. They will arrive in Caracas on
the 20th, and will perform several concerts a
day throughout the country.
February 4th: TheJauBandarrivesjust
in time to perform theirPostTourconcerton
this day.
April 28th: UOP Jazz Band presents
their Pacific Day concert, this will be their
final concert, and a feature guest artist is
expected to perform.
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By Magdalena Del Valle
One of the most exciting events in this
University is to see and listen to a concert by
·theUOPJazzBand. Notonlyaretheyamong,
the best jazz ensembles in the area, but they
bring to the University of Pacific outstanding guest artists within the jazz field. tgot hooked on my first concert when 1heard
Brenda Boston sing a few numbers with the
UOP Jazz Band, to a very appreciative
audience. Freddie Hubbard then followed
with a dazzling ~rformance backed up by
several members of his band.
. Aside from Miss Boston and Freddie
Hubbard, previous guest artists have
included Oscar Peterson, Kenny Rankin, Joe
Pass, and Stephane Grappelli.
Each jazz concert was outstandingly
unique, presenting a wide spectrum of talent
within the band.
This year's events are somewhat
uncertain. However, the following is a
tentative schedule of UOP Jazz Band
performances:
November 7th: There will be a UOP Jazz
Band concert at noon at the Mall for the

Las~

week, I had the pleasure of

·
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Educators Conference, to perform in San
Diego. With this in mind, and also the fact
that this is the 100th anniversary of the
Conservatory of Music, I've tried to keep a
high degree of quality in the ensemble that I
am associated with - the UOP Jazz Band.
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conducting an informal interview with Mr.
Tony Kissane, director ofthe UOP Jazz Band.
Q: Last year you had an outstanding sax
section, and I understand they have
graduated this past year. What is the turnout this year?
A; Although it is ture that all five of our
sax players have not returned this school
year, our new sax section this year is
certainly as competent as in past years.
However we are in need this year of soloists
and improvisors.
Q: What expansions Qr new programs
are you planning for the Jazz Band?
A: This year, we are planning to perform
more
student
compositions
an'd
arrangements.
Q: Could you comment on the role the
Jazz program plays in the Conservatory?
A: Jazz in any college institution is a very
touchy commodity; schools of music are
built on the traditional idioms ofthis art.
With this·
-mind, 1 agree with the
philosophyofthemajorityoftheseschoolsof
music. Fortunately or unfortunately,! am the
director of a University Jazz Band, and as
close as my ties have been with the
orchestral literature, I've dedicated my
energies with the jazz repertoire, since that is
part of my assignment here.
Hopefully. l've brought a new
audience to the Conservatory auditorium,
not only to our jazz concerts, but also to any
other concert, recital, or program that this
Conservatory has to offer.
The jazz program, in my opinion, has
made great strides in popularity, public
relations, and of course, in our foremost goal
of quality and education.
Last school year the university orchestra
was honored with the presence ofourforrner
dean, Howard Hanson, as guest conductor.
Tz A Cappella Choir performed its usual high
standard of quality concerts, and . the
University Wind Ensemble was honored by
invitation from MENC, the National Music
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A student exhibits his underwater
equipment and photographing techniques.

"Underwater Photography" is the theme
of a forthcoming exhibit at the UOP Student
Center Gallery. The exhibit includes both
black & white and color prints taken by students and faculty as a result of the January
1978 Term course in Underwater
Photography. Students had the opt1on of
constructing their own underwater housings
for cameras and flash units. Many of these
housings, and photographs showing them in
various state of construction, will be on display alon& with photographs taken by them.
Other students used commercially built
underwater equipment.
·
While most of the photographs are taken
by students during the January Term course,
there are some taken by Professor J. Connor
Sutton, one of the two professors who teamtaught the course. Professor Svtton is a
Scuba instructor who has dived and
photographed for many years.
Professor 0. Boyd Mathias worked with
Professor Sutton and instructed largely in
black & white processing including
mounting the prints for display. He has also
assembled a slide show which will run
continuously. It reveals some of the exciting
and colorful scenes available to those who
participate in the sport of Scuba diving. Most
of the slides were taken as the result of the
class.

The Pacil/can Survey Is a weekly attempt to Inform
the associated students of this university exactly how
their ASUOP dollars are being spent.
Each week, through your responses below, we will
evaluate a different ASUOP-funded program, thereby
enlightening students as to what services are available
to them and giving them the chance for fair comment.
We believe that truth, having nothing to fear from
pursuit, shall be pursued -relentlessly. The dollar amounts listed herein are taken directly from the ASUOP
budget projections '78-'790 and while not yet approved, do adequately reflect the direction that your
student government Is heading.
Your participation in this survey is encouraged, to
say the least. There is $233,180.00 in the proposed '78-- ·
'79 budget at stake here, and you deserve a voice in Its .
allocation.
Simply fill out the questionnaire and drop It into any
campus .: '!II box (there Is one In the loboy of Knoles
Hall.) w::a:!l do the rest. Your response will not pass unheeded. •·

ii

Dirk Whitehurst leaps for a remarkable frisbee catch on the lawn adjacent
to the computer center.

1) Did you know there is
a student owned - student
operated record store on
campus?
.
2) Have you E:';:er been in
the ASUOP Recct\, Store?_ _ __
3) Do you ·feel its location, in the University
Center complex, best serves
the needs of the campus
community?__________ _
4) Have you ever purchased a record from the
ASUOP Record Store? _ _ _ __ _
5) Did you know you
can buy concert tickets
through the ASUOP Record
Store? ____________
, 6) Did you know the
ASUOP Record Store receives
$2,500.00 (approx.) of your
student funds annually to ·
repay a ten-year loan to the
university (for original
inventory)?___________
7)
Do you feel the
services you receive from the
ASUOP Record Store warrant
this allocation of funds? _ _ _ __
8) Comments for improving the service of this
ASUOP program: _ _ _ _ __:____

CAMPUS MAIL

When John Aottlccf reffnCJ!'Ish.. hla
academic pureufta · for the day, the
pool Is a gOod place to let off ateam.'

Plenary purSuit of pleasure

THEASUOPRECORDSTORE

the PACIFICAN
third floor,
North Hall

*

Dana Totten finds that swimming laps fa a good way to unwind and stay In s,.pe•.

Soaking up a few late afternoon rays are (left) Lisa Santos and (right) Christy Paul- .
etlch.
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And students are fast to capitolize on the
arrangement, as these photos suggest. If there
is fun to be had, you can bet someone on this
campus will uncover it. Then before you know
A college crowd is a diverse assemblage by
anybody's measure. It comes in a variety of · it, the whole campus is in on it.
But are students from other universities so
shapes and flavors, and maintains an indefinite
consumed
with their plenary pursuit of 'pleamean.
sure?
Surely
not all campuses are so gusto-orAt Pacific the 'average' student is a periented? But if they are, what image must
petually dieting , sun bathing, basketball-toting
surrounding neighborhoods have of them?
music-loving, frisbee-fl ipping kite flyer head ing
When the San Diego State Dally Spartan
for the pool- to do some. studying.
Though their compositions are varied and ·asked themselves these questions, they sent
reporters out in the community to interview the
diverse, the UOP student has one thing in commost unbiased news source they could f indmon with every other student on every other
the
children.
campus across the nation. When his studies
"What is a college student?" they asked
are done, when hjs academic obligations are
7-12 year old youngsters. The tykes' responses
met, he wants to have some fun .
were, if nothing more, to the point.
The UOP campus1 with its sprawling lawns
"The're kind of kooky, " said one. "Alii ever
and numerous recreational facilities, offers the
see them doing !s playin" frisbee or kissing ."
would-be hedonist all the finest that Stockton
has to offer.
Said another. "Thev .iust sit
around and smoke pot all .day."
Volleyball , racquetball, basketball, footPerhaps a third tad hit the nail closest to
ball, tennis, swimming, jogging; not to menthe head when he relayed this rendering:
tion the easy access to snow ski resorts; and
"They're okay. They study neat things, and they
don't forget the delta for water skiing and sailplay all they want."
ing; all this coupled with a pleasant climate for
Looks like maybe we aren't so different
much of the year to make UOP the lush oasis in
from other campuses after all.
the desert of San JoaQuin.
TEXT AND PHOTOS
BY STEVE CECIL
PACIFICAN EDITOR

Steve Bergen miscalculates the location of a sprawling sunbather (Patti
Lucas) while frlsbee-lng on the Computer Cente! lawn.
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Don Ruddell escapes from his studies to make a few
adjustments on his Honda, prior to a mid-day romp on a
delta levee road .

Lunch time finds Bruce
Modic in search of an ad
hoc basketball game.

A stolen
classes.

moment

between

A windy day and an open field
mean a kite-flying study break for
Susan Shlnkal.

All wort and no play pula

Jeck at the head of the clus.

